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KleenKnitTM Copper Cleaning Mesh
Description:

KleenKnit™ Copper Cleaning Mesh is an all-copper, highly 

fl exible scouring material, designed for a wide range of 

heavy duty industrial cleaning applications.  Knitted from 

fl attened copper wire, KleenKnit™ is produced as a

seamless, continuous fl at stocking, approximately 125mm 

wide.  The fl atness of the wire offers excellent scouring 

properties, yet the softness of the copper eliminates the 

danger of scratching precision steel work surfaces that it 

cleans.

KleenKnit™ for Extrusion Machinery
Designed specifi cally for the plastics industry, KleenKnit™ 

is the ideal tool for cleaning extrusion dies, screws and 

barrels, also mould injection machines and most other 

surfaces.  For best results use a small amount of industrial 

silicone grease as a release aid; work while the equipment 

is still hot.  The silicone will also coat cleaned surfaces and 

make future resin removal much easier.  Extruders can be 

cleaned by feeding a length of KleenKnit™ into the hopper 

and through the barrel while the equipment is still on.

KleenKnit™ is Safe Quality Assurance
KnitMesh Technologies® is accredited to ISO9001:2008, 

ISO14001:2004, OHSAS18001:2007, PAS 99:2012 and 

ISO/TS 16949:2009
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KleenKnit™ is Economical
Cheapest effective cleaning tool available.  Cleans machines 

in far less time, so they are in action longer.

Produced from a single copper fi lament, it will not rust or 

contaminate end product.  Will not burn, smoke or fume 

on hot equipment.

KleenKnit™ is Versatile
Now used in many trades, KleenKnit™ has been put to 

work in many ways, e.g. used with a stripper, it is ideal for 

removing paint or varnish, cleaning off heavy tarnish etc.

KleenKnit™ - Double Grade
Knitted structure provides two cleaning grades in one; as 

supplied, for all normal requirements; inside out, for greater 

scouring action.

Supplied in 2 x 50 metre rolls approximately 115-140mm 

wide i.e. 100 metres per carton.  Small sample sent on 

request.

KleenKnit™ - Uses
• For fl at surfaces use as a pad or a ball

• Can be shaped to clean corners and crevices

• KleenKnit™ strength permits lengths to be pulled round 

screws or through tubes

• Barrels cleaned by securing KleenKnit™ around a rod
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KleenKnit™ copper cleaning mesh is also sometimes referred to as Cadnit™.


